Ruby master - Bug #4384

Typo in configure.in

02/08/2011 06:04 PM - Eregon (Benoit Daloze)

| Status:    | Closed          | Assignee:          |
| Priority:  | Normal          | Target version: 2.0.0 |
| Backport:  |                 |                      |

```
diff --git a/configure.in b/configure.in
index 0cf6536..2d436fc 100644
--- a/configure.in
+++ b/configure.in
@@ -377,7 +377,7 @@ AC_SUBST(RMDIR)
 AC_SUBST(RMDIRS)
 AC_SUBST(RMALL, ['rm -fr'])
-AC_MSG_CHECKING([for cd using phisical directory])
+AC_MSG_CHECKING([for cd using physical directory])
 rm -fr conf$$dir
 mkdir conf$$dir &&
 (cd conf$$dir && mkdir src build && cd src &&
```

This also exists in the ruby_1_8 and ruby_1_9_2 branchs (since r22797).

(akr fixed the typo in the ChangeLog at 22810)

```
=end
```

Associated revisions

Revision 0042bbc1 - 02/08/2011 10:26 AM - kosaki (Motohiro KOSAKI)

- configure.in (AC_MSG_CHECKING): fixed typo. the patch is created by Benoit Daloze. Thanks a lot. [Bug #4384][ruby-core:35148]

Revision 30824 - 02/08/2011 10:26 AM - kosaki (Motohiro KOSAKI)

- configure.in (AC_MSG_CHECKING): fixed typo. the patch is created by Benoit Daloze. Thanks a lot. [Bug #4384][ruby-core:35148]
configure.in (AC_MSG_CHECKING): fixed typo. the patch is created by Benoit Daloze. Thanks a lot. [Bug #4384][ruby-core:35148]

History

#1 - 02/08/2011 07:27 PM - kosaki (Motohiro KOSAKI)
- Status changed from Open to Closed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

=begin
This issue was solved with changeset r30824.
Benoit, thank you for reporting this issue.
Your contribution to Ruby is greatly appreciated.
May Ruby be with you.
=end

#2 - 02/08/2011 07:30 PM - kosaki (Motohiro KOSAKI)
=begin
diff --git a/configure.in b/configure.in
index 0cf6536..2d436fc 100644
--- a/configure.in
+++ b/configure.in
@@ -377,7 +377,7 @@ AC_SUBST(RMDIR)
 AC_SUBST(RMDIRS)
 AC_SUBST(RMALL, ['rm -fr'])
-AC_MSG_CHECKING([for cd using phisical directory])
+AC_MSG_CHECKING([for cd using physical directory])

Thanks a lot. I've commited this.
=end